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Abstract

Data offloading through WiFi networks has been identified as a promising solution to cellular network congestion caused by the ongoing explosive growth in mobile data traffic. In this paper, we propose Cost-Effective Multi-Mode Offloading (CEMMO) that enhances offloading with multi-hop peer-assisted communications regardless of content and popularity. CEMMO enables three modes of communication: cellular delivery, delay-tolerant offloading, and peer-assisted offloading. Exploiting user knowledge on mobility and WiFi connectivity, CEMMO assists the cellular operator in selecting the best out of its three modes in order to reduce the overall cost in terms of financial settlement, energy consumption, and user satisfaction. Our simulations with a realistic mobility and connectivity prediction model based on a Markov process show that CEMMO offloads up to 59% of the mobile data traffic and reduces transfer cost per MB up to 16% over delay-tolerant offloading. This paper also discusses practical issues in CEMMO adoption.

1. Introduction

Due to the recent proliferation of smartphones and tablets, mobile data traffic has been explosively growing and pushing the capacity limits of cellular networks. In particular, smartphones equipped with high-resolution cameras are sold globally at astounding rates, and content generated by mobile users significantly rises fueled by popular social networking and cloud storage applications such as Facebook and Dropbox. With the global mobile data traffic forecasted to increase 13 times within the next 5 years [1], cellular network providers need to find cost-effective ways to handle the growing traffic demands with expected Quality of Service (QoS) levels. Infrastructure upgrade is the intuitive solution to deal with the congestion problem; however, it is insufficient as a financially sustainable solution. Offloading mobile data through WiFi networks is the most promising solution to tackle the congestion problem because the cost of WiFi access points (APs) required for the offloading is relatively low, WiFi technology uses unlicensed bands and offloading can satisfactorily serve delay-tolerant types of data traffic. So far, research efforts have been focused on either on-the-spot offloading (OTSO) [2], where data is offloaded only over an immediately available WiFi connection, or delay-tolerant offloading (DTO) [3], where the transmission is delayed for some time in case the user encounters an offloading opportunity later. Both offloading types offer significant benefits, mainly in environments with stable WiFi coverage.

In this paper, we target dense urban environments and propose Cost-Effective Multi-Mode Offloading (CEMMO) that enhances OTSO and DTO with a multi-hop peer-assisted offloading mode (PAO), where the offloaded traffic...
is delivered through intermediate mobile devices. To the best of our knowledge, PAO is the first peer-assisted offloading solution that is implemented not only for offloading data from the uplink, but also independent of its content or popularity. Given the delay-tolerant nature of a significant portion of the cellular network traffic, an offloading solution that enhances the existing delay-tolerant functionality with peer-assisted offloading (PAO) will leverage the overall offloading capability and, therefore, increase the total amount of data that is offloaded from cellular networks. For PAO, we develop a new data-forwarding scheme that uses limited flooding. By applying a mobility and connectivity prediction model based on a Markov process, CEMMO allows the cellular operator to select the most effective mode for communicating mobile data with different delay constraints based on the estimated costs of delivery through each of the three modes, i.e. cellular delivery, DTO or PAO. OTSO is always exploited when available. The cost reduction leads to lower prices that attract new users, increasing the revenue of the operator. In scenarios with extended WiFi coverage, CEMMO offloads up to 59% of the mobile data traffic and reduces transfer cost per MB up to 16% over DTO. With an energy optimization, CEMMO achieves up to 31% improvement on energy consumption over OTSO.

The novelty of CEMMO lies in the introduction of the first peer-assisted method for offloading traffic from the uplink, regardless of the offloaded content and its popularity, and the selection of the most cost-efficient alternative for data transmission, as defined by each operator. The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

i. We design and evaluate CEMMO, a cost-effective scheme for mobile data offloading that integrates multiple modes of operation: cellular delivery, DTO, and PAO.

ii. We propose a mobility and connectivity prediction model based on a Markov process and we develop a forwarding scheme for PAO with low storage and energy overhead.

iii. CEMMO allows the cellular operators to automatically select the transfer policy (i.e. cellular delivery, DTO or PAO) that provides more gains. The overall cost, as defined by each operator, can include transfer and energy costs, incentives to motivate user participation, etc.

iv. CEMMO provides cellular operators with knowledge on the amount of data offloaded by each user. Such knowledge is currently unavailable and will help cellular operators design the expansion of their network accordingly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the proposed mobility and connectivity prediction model. Section 3 details DTO and the proposed PAO transfer policy. CEMMO mechanism is presented in Section 4, along with a sample scenario. Section 5 evaluates the performance of CEMMO through simulations. In Sections 6 and 7, we discuss several practical issues on the adoption of CEMMO and related work, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. Mobility and connectivity prediction model

According to our mobility and connectivity prediction model, a large area is divided into smaller regions with unique identifiers, and a time period (e.g. a day) is split into smaller time intervals (e.g. 10-min intervals). The region size and the time interval duration affect the spatio-temporal accuracy of the prediction model. Defining small regions and time intervals improves the accuracy of the model at the expense of increased computational complexity. Users store their own mobility information for each time interval. For example, if a one-hour time interval is selected, users store their mobility information for 24 distinct time intervals. In particular, users keep records of their location, their transitions from one region to another and the frequency at which they move between regions.

For each user, we define:

- \( N(X, t) \) as the number of visits in region \( X \) during time interval \( t \) (i.e. starts at time \( t \)).
- \( N(A \rightarrow X, t) \) as the number of transitions from \( A \) to a neighboring region \( X \) during \( t \).
- \( t_{\text{duration}} \) as the duration of each time interval and
- \( t_{\text{next}} = t_{\text{duration}} + t \) as the start time of the next time interval.

The probability of a user located in region \( A \) to move to region \( X \) directly within \( t \) is:

\[
P(X|A, t) = \frac{N(A \rightarrow X, t)}{N(A, t)}
\]  

(1)

The probability that the user stays in region \( X \) until the end of time interval \( t \) is:

\[
P_{\text{stay}}(X, t_{\text{next}}) = P(X|X, t) = \frac{N(X \rightarrow X, t)}{N(X, t)}
\]  

(2)

User mobility during any time interval \( t \) is modeled as a Markov process. The next region that will be visited by a user during a time interval is assumed to solely depend on the previous one. Thus, if \( NR(A) \) is the set of neighboring regions of \( A \), the probability of a user to move from current region \( A \) to region \( X \) through any neighboring region \( i \in NR(A) \) during \( t \) is:

\[
P(X|A, t) = \sum_{i \in NR(A)} P(i|A, t) \times P(X|i, t)
\]  

(3)

Starting from the current region \( (t_{\text{current}}) \) and time interval \( (t_{\text{current}}) \) and based on Eqs. (1) and (3), we estimate the probabilities of a user to visit any other region during any time interval \( t \leq t_{\text{end}} \), where \( t_{\text{end}} \) is the time interval until which the user is willing to wait for the data to be offloaded through a WiFi AP. We use Eq. (2) to compute the probabilities of a user to be located in a region at the end of each time interval. We recursively use these regions as potential starting points of user movement during the next time interval and repeat this process to predict user mobility during each time interval, as described in Algorithm 1.

Each user also keeps statistics regarding WiFi connectivity within each region, since a region may only have partial WiFi connectivity. \( NW(X) \) denotes the number of times WiFi connectivity was available in region \( X \). With the selection of small time intervals, we do not need to measure the
duration of the WiFi connectivity. The probability that a user located in region \( X \) during time interval \( t \) has access to a WiFi access point is defined as:

\[
P(\text{WiFi}(X) \mid N(X, t)) = \frac{NW(X)}{N(X, t)}
\]  
(4)

defined as the probability of the source node \( S \) to have WiFi connectivity within the specified interval \( t_w \):

\[
P_{\text{DTO success}} = P(\text{ES}_S^{t_w})
\]  
(5)

## 3. Delay-tolerant and peer-assisted offloading transfer policies

In the following subsections, we present the delay-tolerant (DTO) and the peer-assisted offloading (PAO) transfer policies based on the proposed mobility and connectivity prediction model. We assume that each node (i.e. mobile device) is equipped with both IEEE 802.11 and 3G wireless interfaces that can run simultaneously, is capable of generating content for upload and is willing to accept certain delays in applications, such as video upload, without sacrificing too much user satisfaction. We define \( R \) as the set of regions that the source node \( S \) is likely to visit before \( t_{\text{end}} \) and \( U \) the set of nearby users. We define the following events:

- \( E_{ts}^S \rightarrow \text{source node } S \text{ visits region } r \) 
- \( E_{tu}^U \rightarrow \text{user } u \in U \text{ visits region } r \) 
- \( E_{t\text{WiFi}}^u \rightarrow \text{user } u \in U \text{ has WiFi access during } t_w \)

### 3.1. Delay-tolerant offloading

According to this policy, mobile users attempt to transfer their data directly through a WiFi network within a specific timeframe. The success probability of DTO is

\[
P_{\text{DTO success}} = P(\text{ES}_S^{t_w})
\]  
(5)

For data upload requests, the time interval \( t_w \) needs to be prior to \( t_{\text{end}} \). Thus: \( t_w \leq t_{\text{end}} \).

### 3.2. Peer-assisted offloading

PAO transfer policy is built around the concept of storing data within a specific region for a short time interval, in a way that any mobile user who enters this region during this interval receives a replica of the data, and utilizing other mobile users as intermediate data carriers to offload data through a WiFi AP. Data storage enables the data exchange between the source node and intermediate users using ad-hoc technologies such as WiFi Direct. The cellular operator divides the overall region into sub-regions and predetermines the limits of each region using Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates, selects the optimal storing region and time interval based on the probabilities of nearby nodes to visit any region in the near future, and notifies the source node about the GPS coordinates of the flooding region. Users can detect when they have entered the flooding region using location services such as Geofences [4].

When the source node enters the region that has been specified by the operator, replicas of the data are being flooded and all users within the region during the storing interval will receive a replica of the data. The operator can use a control channel, similar to the one used for call
setup or sending text messages, to signal if the WiFi network interface of the mobile device needs to be switched on. The flooding process is regionally and temporally restricted; nodes that have received a replica of the data are only allowed to forward replicas to other users located within the storing region during the storing interval. The geographical and temporal narrowing of this flooding process limits the total number of replicas in the network and, thus, does not create excessive overhead. CEMMO provides the operator with the flexibility to adjust the region size and, therefore, control the overall overhead. Flooding content in a large region (or a small region that is highly dense) will result in high overhead, since many users will act as relays for the data. Flooding to more regions would result in excessive overhead for the operator, making the scheme infeasible.

When users holding a replica leave the storing region, they are only allowed to upload the data directly through a WiFi AP. When an intermediate data carrier successfully uploads a data replica through a WiFi AP, he/she informs the operator, who in turn sends a notification to the source node. In case another intermediate node attempts to transfer another replica, the transfer is aborted, and the node is notified to discard its replica. All other nodes drop their replicas once the delay tolerance threshold expires. In case the source node does not receive any notification of successful upload until \( t_{\text{end}} \), data is transferred through the available 3G network. A user \( u \) serves an upload request successfully, if he/she manages to transfer the data between the source user and the WiFi AP (i.e. by transferring a replica from the storing region):

\[
P_{\text{success}}^{UE} = P_{\text{success}}^{t_s} \cap P_{\text{success}}^{t_w} \cap P_{\text{success}}^{\text{WiFi}}
\]

For data upload requests, the time interval \( t \), when user \( u \) visits region \( r \), needs to be equal to or subsequent of time interval \( t_s \). Moreover, time interval \( t_w \), when node \( u \) has access to a WiFi network, needs to be equal to or subsequent of time interval \( t_w \). Thus:

\[ t_s \leq t \leq t_w \leq t_{\text{end}} \]

The operator selects to store data in the storing region \( (R_{\text{storing}}) \) until the expiration of the storing interval \( (T_{\text{storing}}) \), in order to maximize the probability that data will be successfully transferred within the specified delay threshold. Thus:

\[
R_{\text{storing}}, T_{\text{storing}} = \arg \max_{t_s, t} P(\cup_{u \in U} P_{\text{success}}^{UE})
\]  

(6)

The success probability of PAO is:

\[
P_{\text{PAO(success)}} = P(\cup_{u \in U} P_{\text{success}}^{R_{\text{storing}}, T_{\text{storing}}})
\]

(7)

4. Cost-Effective Multi-Mode Offloading

4.1. CEMMO mechanism

The main assumptions of CEMMO are that all mobile nodes apply the proposed mobility and connectivity prediction model, and that the cellular operator collects data transfer requests from users, performs online predictions on user mobility and connectivity and decides on the transfer policy that minimizes cost. We assume that users perform OTSO when they have direct access to a WiFi network and are willing to accept a delay in the delivery of some non-urgent data, when proper incentives are offered to them, such as reduced service pricing and improved services [5–7]. Web server synchronization, such as Dropbox and Flickr, are typical mobile applications where CEMMO can undertake the responsibility to transfer the data within the specified Delay Tolerance Interval (DTI) (i.e. the time interval that the user is willing to wait for the data transfer), by applying one of the three data transfer policies:

i. Delay-Tolerant Offloading (DTO). CEMMO evaluates the probability of a user to have access to a WiFi AP before DTI expires.

ii. Peer-Assisted Offloading (PAO). This technique does not require direct access of the user that generates data to a WiFi network.

iii. Transfer through the available 3G network. We assume that 3G connectivity is always available and, therefore, the success probability of this approach is one.

Each time a mobile user needs to upload data, a request that includes (a) the data size, (b) the delay tolerance indicator (DTI) field as set by the user, (c) his/her current location and (d) his/her probabilities to visit any other region within DTI along with (e) WiFi connectivity probabilities, is sent to the cellular operator. Given the small size of the data transfer requests, this process can be accomplished through the available GSM network in order to reduce the energy consumption of the mobile devices. When the cellular operator receives a request for data transfer, CEMMO exploits the provided information to estimate the success probability of DTO. In order for the operator to estimate the success probability of PAO, a signal is sent to all users who are associated with the same cell tower requesting information on their approximate position and probability to visit other regions within DTI along with their WiFi connectivity probabilities. Based on this feedback, the operator estimates the success probability of PAO.

Both data transfers through 3G and WiFi networks involve a cost for the operator. In regard to 3G based data transfers, this cost may correspond to the financial cost of the transfer, the associated user dissatisfaction due to increased pricing, network congestion and increased energy consumption that data transfer through 3G incurs. As far as data transfer through WiFi networks is concerned, the cost corresponds to user dissatisfaction due to the delayed transmission, as well as a financial cost for the operator, including any reward the operator needs to pay to users in order to motivate them to delay their transmissions. Data transfer through opportunistic peer-to-peer networks incurs an additional cost, since the limited resources of each user involved in the process are exploited for the transfer of data from other users. We define \( \gamma \) as the transfer cost per MB through 3G and \( \beta \) as the transfer cost per MB through WiFi. Since all data that will not be successfully delivered over WiFi will eventually be
transmitted over 3G, CEMMO estimates the transfer cost of DTO and PAO as follows:

\[ \text{Est. Cost}_{\text{DTO}} = \alpha \times (1 - P_{\text{DTOsuccess}}) + \beta \times P_{\text{DTOsuccess}} \]  
\[ \text{Est. Cost}_{\text{PAO}} = \alpha \times (1 - P_{\text{PAOsuccess}}) + \beta \times N \times P_{\text{PAOsuccess}} \]  

where \( N \) is the number of participants in PAO. CEMMO selects the transfer policy that minimizes the estimated transfer cost. By increasing the \( \beta/\alpha \) ratio, the cost of relaying data to users increases compared to 3G data transfer cost. Thus, less traffic is offloaded through PAO.

Our prediction model models mobility and connectivity within each region during any time interval using first-order Markov models. Markov models are ideal for mobile devices, since their CPU and storage needs are low; they only involve reading and writing individual entries in arrays. Therefore, the complexity and computational overhead from the perspective of users is marginal. From the operator side, the required signaling overhead is limited in comparison to the amount of data that is being offloaded. Moreover, it can be further reduced if all users periodically transmit their probabilities to the operator or the operator holds all collected mobility and connectivity probabilities until their time interval expires. In this case, the operator does not need to request the same probabilities from users for consecutive requests.

### 4.2. Sample scenario

We consider a region covered by a cellular network, as depicted in Fig. 1. According to our model, the operator divides the greater region into smaller regions (i.e., Regions 1–16). We consider that a user (Node 1), located in Region 7, has recorded a video of 100 MB using the camera of his/her mobile device and wants to upload it to a cloud storage service within the next 30 min. Node 1 sends a request to the cellular operator that includes the data size, the DTI, his/her location, his/her probabilities to visit any other region and the connectivity probabilities before DTI expires. On the reception of the request, the operator requests probabilities from the \( N \) nodes currently connected to the same cellular base station, collects them, calculates the success probabilities of both DTO and PAO and estimates the overall transfer cost of each policy. If \( \text{Est. Cost}_{\text{DTO}} < \text{Cost}_{\text{PAO}} \), the operator opts for DTO and informs Node 1 to hold the data until DTI expires. If Node 1 identifies an available WiFi connection prior to DTI expiration, data is offloaded. If \( \text{Est. Cost}_{\text{PAO}} < \text{Est. Cost}_{\text{DTO}} \), the operator opts for PAO and informs Node 1 on the storing region (in this case Region 11) and storing interval. When Node 1 enters Region 11, the video is flooded to all nodes located within Region 11 (i.e., Nodes 2, 3 and 4) using an ad-hoc interface of the mobile devices. The operator signals all \( K \) nodes (\( K \ll N \)) within Region 11 to switch on their WiFi interface during the storing interval. Node 2 moves to Region 14, connects to the available WiFi AP and uploads...
the video to the corresponding server. When the video is successfully uploaded, Node 2 informs the operator that, in turn, informs Node 1. All other nodes drop the video once DTI expires. In case the video has not been successfully uploaded when DTI expires, it is transferred over 3G. The maximum overall signaling overhead associated with CEMMO is not significant compared to the amount of data that is being offloaded; signals only include GPS coordinates and probabilities and, therefore, their size does not exceed a few bytes.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we provide an extensive evaluation of the Cost-Effective Multi-Mode Offloading (CEMMO) mechanism in comparison to pure on-the-spot offloading (OTSO) and pure delay-tolerant offloading (DTO), which are the state-of-the-art approaches in mobile data offloading. All DTO solutions in literature share the same functionality; only the delay-tolerance threshold changes. Our experiments have been conducted using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [8], which has been designed for terrestrial delay-tolerant communications. In the next subsections, we describe the simulation parameters, define the evaluation metrics and present the simulation results.

5.1. Simulation parameters

5.1.1. Mobility model

We evaluate the proposed mechanism under the Working Day Movement model [9], a realistic mobility model that simulates the daily mobility of average people. We assume that a total of 200 users perform map-based movement within a 4.5 km × 3.4 km section of Helsinki, Finland. Moreover, there exist 5 buses moving on specific routes within this area. People may commute on foot, by car or bus. Mobile users are allocated to a home, a workplace and places of interest (e.g., bars, stores, etc.) that they often visit.

5.1.2. Network availability

We assume that the 3G network is ubiquitous provided by a single operator. Furthermore, there is a private Internet connection available at any home or office; only authorized users utilize private Internet connections. A number of open public WiFi APs is available in popular locations. The uplink data rate of each WiFi AP is 4 Mbps.

5.1.3. Traffic types

We evaluate the impact of traffic with various characteristics to the offloading efficiency of CEMMO, DTO and OTSO. In this work, we emphasize future scenarios where big data uploads become common and CEMMO becomes more relevant. The rise in personal assistance, health monitoring and behavioral intervention applications will lead to an increase in the amount of mobile sensor data (GPS, accelerometers, audio and video) that need to be transferred to remote servers for further processing. We categorize users in three classes based on the amount of data traffic that they generate; low (around 100 MB per day), moderate (around 200 MB per day) and heavy (around 400 MB per day) traffic users. Each user class was generated using a Gaussian distribution and the traffic load values were based on [1]. We have evaluated CEMMO under a variety of scenarios with different percentages of low, moderate and heavy users. When the traffic load that needs to be offloaded is significant, CEMMO outperforms DTO, else CEMMO matches the gains of DTO. Here, we assume that 30% of the users generate low traffic, 40% generate moderate traffic and the remaining 30% generate heavy traffic. The data production rate follows a Pareto distribution. We ignore data that may be produced when a user is at work or home, where an Internet connection is available. We also assume that the storage capacity of the mobile devices is sufficient in all cases, in order to investigate the storage requirements of CEMMO. We consider three traffic types:

- **High priority.** This traffic type comprises 20% of the total mobile traffic and its size varies from 1 KB to 5 MB. Users do not tolerate any delay on the transfer of this traffic type. Webpage requests and chat conversations fall into this traffic type.
- **Medium priority.** 60% of the total mobile traffic is medium priority. Its size varies from 1 MB to 200 MB and users accept moderate delays. Non-urgent e-mails and social networking updates are typical medium priority traffic.
- **Low priority.** This traffic type comprises 20% of the total mobile traffic. Its size varies from 10 MB to 300 MB and users accept increased delays. Cloud storage services and mobile sensor data transfers are examples of low priority traffic.

5.1.4. Other parameters

In all experiments, we set region size equal to 300 m × 340 m, similar to [3], and time interval duration equal to 5 min; this corresponds to 150 regions and 288 distinct time intervals. The total duration of our experiments is 20 days, which corresponds to 10 days of training, in order to build the prediction model, and 10 days of actual evaluation. The results are presented as averages over 10 simulation runs.

5.2. Evaluation metrics

We evaluate performance using the following metrics:

1. **Offloading ratio** expresses the fraction of the total amount of generated data that is offloaded through WiFi networks.

\[
\text{Offloading Ratio} = \frac{\text{Total Data Offloaded through WiFi}}{\text{Total Data Generated}}
\]

2. **Average Cost per MB** is calculated as the sum of the total data (in MB) that was transferred through each transfer policy multiplied by the cost of each policy, divided by the total data transferred.

\[
\text{Avg. Cost per MB (OTSO)} = \frac{\text{Avg. Cost per MB (DTO)}}{1/\text{Total Data Transmitted}} = \frac{(a \times \text{Data Transmitted 3G} + b \times \text{Data Transmitted WiFi})}{\text{Total Data Transmitted}}
\]
Avg. Cost per MB (CEMMO) = \( \frac{\text{Avg. Cost per MB (DTO)}}{\text{Total Data Transmitted}} + \frac{\beta x N x \text{Data Transmitted PAO}}{\text{Total Storage Used for PAO}} \)

3. Average Cache Size is computed as a ratio of the total storage used in all mobile devices for PAO to the number of the mobile devices involved in PAO.

\( \text{Avg. Cache Size} = \frac{\text{Total Storage Used for PAO}}{\text{Mobile Users involved in PAO}} \)

5.3. Performance evaluation

5.3.1. Impact of public WiFi APs density

In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of the public WiFi APs density on the performance of CEMMO, DTO and OTSO. We set \( \beta/\alpha \) ratio equal to 0.04 (i.e. \( \alpha = 1, \beta = 0.04 \)), which is a moderate value. In Fig. 2, we present the offloading ratio and the normalized data transfer cost per MB for the three transfer policies for an increasing number of public WiFi APs, ranging from 4 to 20. We keep the number of WiFi APs relatively low since measurements have shown that many “open” APs are not accessible as they apply MAC address filter or web-based authentication for access control.

According to Fig. 2, CEMMO is less sensitive to WiFi APs availability and manages to offload around 36% of the mobile traffic even in scenarios with sparse availability. Under the same conditions, DTO offloads 19% of the total mobile traffic, while OTSO only offloads 12% of the traffic. In scenarios with extended WiFi coverage, CEMMO offloads up to 59% of mobile data traffic. CEMMO also outperforms the other mechanisms under investigation in terms of normalized overall data transfer cost per MB. The performance of all mechanisms improves as WiFi availability increases, since more data is offloaded through low-cost WiFi networks. Fig. 3 depicts the distribution of the total offloaded data using CEMMO. When the number of available WiFi APs is low, almost half of the overall traffic is offloaded through PAO. For increased WiFi availability, the probability that a user will encounter a WiFi AP to offload data directly increases and, therefore, more data is offloaded through DTO.

Fig. 4 depicts the relative improvement for the offloading ratio and transfer cost per MB of CEMMO over DTO for the three different traffic types. Users accept delays up to 30 min for medium priority traffic, and delays ranging from 10 to 40 min for low priority traffic, i.e. no low priority traffic is transmitted over 3G prior to the 10-min threshold. Users do not tolerate any delay for high priority traffic; only OTSO is feasible for this traffic type. The performance improvement of CEMMO over DTO for high priority traffic is zero or even slightly negative, since in some cases users may unsuccessfully attempt to transfer data during a short connection to a public WiFi hotspot. CEMMO significantly outperforms DTO for medium and low priority traffic types. We observe that CEMMO offloads more traffic when users are willing to accept larger delays. CEMMO offloads up to 24% more low priority traffic than DTO and reduces the transfer cost per MB up to 16%.

5.3.2. Impact of \( \beta \) to \( \alpha \) ratio

In this scenario, we examine the sensitivity of CEMMO to the overall cost as defined by the operator, which involves the financial and energy cost of the transfers and user dissatisfaction due to delayed transmissions, congestion and increased pricing. We assume that there exist 12 open public WiFi APs and we investigate sensitivity of the CEMMO performance to the \( \beta/\alpha \) ratio. The increasing \( \beta/\alpha \) ratio corresponds to an increase in the cost of offloading traffic through WiFi APs compared to the cost of 3G data transfer. It is impossible to make accurate estimations on the overall cost of offloading data through WiFi or 3G networks, since we do not have any knowledge on the costs as seen from the perspective of an operator. With CEMMO, we provide the mechanism to set and adjust \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values according to the needs of each operator.

Fig. 5 depicts the improvement of CEMMO for the offloading ratio and overall transfer cost over DTO and OTSO. When \( \beta \) is small (i.e. \( \beta/\alpha = 0.01 \)), CEMMO offloads 44% more data than OTSO and 29% more data than DTO and reduces data transfer cost up to 42% and 26%, respectively. For the increasing \( \beta/\alpha \) ratio, we observe that the number of mobile users that are utilized to achieve cost-efficient PAO is reduced and, therefore, the offloading ratio of CEMMO is
reduced. For large $b$ values, CEMMO significantly reduces the amount of traffic that is offloaded through PAO and matches DTO in terms of data transfer cost per MB.

Considering the limited storage resources of mobile devices, it is essential to keep low the amount of data that need to be cached during PAO. In Fig. 6, we evaluate
CEMMO in terms of storage requirements. In particular, we depict the average cache size per user required to serve data relaying requests. On average, CEMMO requires up to 200 MB of cache for small $\beta/a$ ratio, while the required cache size is reduced up to 45 MB for larger $\beta$ values, since less data is offloaded through PAO. We observe that CEMMO has low storage requirements due to the spatio-temporal restrictions of the flooding process; in the worst case scenario CEMMO only requires 440 MB of cache for its operation.

5.3.3. Energy optimization

The energy efficiency of the proposed offloading mechanism is important for user participation. If an offloading scheme only aims to increase the offloading traffic ratio without considering energy consumption on mobile devices, it can quickly drain the battery of the devices. In this set of experiments, we investigate the capability of CEMMO to adapt its operation based on energy criteria that correspond to the energy consumption of each transfer policy. Table 1 summarizes the energy consumption values for WiFi-based and 3G-based communications based on [10]. The cellular network interface on mobile devices is typically always on, so the total energy consumption for scanning and connection is zero. While the energy consumption per MB of data transfer through WiFi is significantly lower than the corresponding energy consumption of 3G, WiFi-based communications consume additional energy for network discovery and connection. When WiFi operates in the power save mode (PSM), we assume that the total energy required for scanning and connection is, on average, 20 J for each data transfer.

The estimated energy cost for the data transfer of a single message of size $M$ is:

\[
\text{Est. Cost}_{\text{DTO}} = M \times (130 \times (1 - P_{\text{DTOsuccess}}) + 5 \times P_{\text{DTOsuccess}}) + 20
\]

\[
\text{Est. Cost}_{\text{PAO}} = M \times (130 \times (1 - P_{\text{PAOsuccess}})) + 2 \times 5 \times N \times P_{\text{PAOsuccess}}) + 2 \times N \times 20
\]

We note that energy consumption is doubled for PAO since any two peers both consume energy for the restricted flooding of data in the storing region during the storing interval.

We assume that there exist 12 open public WiFi APs and we evaluate CEMMO, DTO and OTSO for three distinct delay tolerance profiles: small, medium and large. Table 2 summarizes the time restrictions for each of the three traffic types. Delays are random and distributed uniformly between the two thresholds, while the lower threshold in each profile signals the threshold prior to which no traffic will be transmitted over 3G. We do not use excessive delay tolerance intervals; such intervals would significantly affect user satisfaction.

In Fig. 7, we present the relative improvement of CEMMO and DTO over OTSO, in terms of offloading ratio and energy. CEMMO and DTO improve the offloading ratio up to 47% and 30%, respectively, over OTSO for the large delay tolerance profile. While PAO consumes additional energy for peer-to-peer transfers, CEMMO consumes less total energy than OTSO and DTO, since less data needs to be transferred over energy-intensive 3G communications. CEMMO achieves up to 31% improvement on energy consumption over OTSO for the large delay tolerance profile, while the corresponding improvement for DTO over OTSO is 28%. Similar conclusions apply for small and medium delay tolerance profiles.

Next, we investigate the energy consumption separately for each user. In Fig. 8, we present the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the energy improvement of CEMMO and DTO over OTSO for each delay tolerance profile. According to our simulation
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results, CEMMO consumes less energy than DTO and OTSO for around 80% of the users. For the large delay tolerance profile, around 30% of the users consume more than 40% less energy, when CEMMO is used. Moreover, around 95% of the users observe improved battery lifetime compared to OTSO. We conclude that CEMMO not only achieves increased offloading ratio, but also improves energy consumption for a majority of users.

6. Adopting CEMMO

In this section, we discuss some issues related to the adoption of CEMMO. First, there exists a need for a mechanism that allows users to set the desired delay tolerance threshold for each application according to its requirements. This can be implemented by exposing a simple application programming interface (API) per application, similar to e-mail refresh rate settings in mobile devices. Alternatively, CEMMO can use application port information to infer a predefined delay tolerance to specific ports. Intermediate carriers also have to be able to opt-in and opt-out of the information dissemination process anytime they want and set their own battery power thresholds, in order to tune their participation in PAO. For example, when their battery level is high they can fully collaborate; when their battery level is intermediate they can partially participate, while below a specific battery power threshold they no longer participate in the offloading process.

In order for CEMMO to handle download requests, the cellular operator has to be the operator of the WiFi APs as well, in order to be able to push data to the intermediate carriers that will deliver it to the source node that issued a request. The gains of CEMMO will be even greater when downloading content in regions where 3G coverage is not strong and mobile devices switch to 2G communications. Downloading large volumes of content through CEMMO, instead of 2G or low-rate 3G networks, can lead to faster download times and reduced costs for operators. The implementation of CEMMO in the downlink will provide further flexibility to operators and CEMMO can become the enabler for new services. The performance of CEMMO when serving download requests will be studied in future work.

In regard to the proposed mobility and connectivity prediction model, changes in a user’s schedule may take long time to be reflected in the model. Users should be able to reset their history when their schedule changes (e.g. between semesters when the everyday schedule of students completely changes). Moreover, CEMMO could also measure the throughput of WiFi networks and include this aspect in the offloading decision, so that users select the most efficient connection. In order to convince other clients to participate in PAO and share their handheld resources, it is fundamental that every participant perceives some level of fairness and profit sharing within the network in the long term. Economic frameworks for peer-assisted services that create the right incentives for both users and providers to participate have been proposed [5–7].

Resolving any security and privacy issues that CEMMO may involve is essential for engaging their participation and maintaining their trust. CEMMO requires transmission of private data about user mobility to the cellular operator. Users may be reluctant to disclose sensitive information
even though such information is nowadays open-handedly provided to a vast amount of popular apps for smartphones. In order to preserve privacy, providers store this information temporarily, utilize it only to decide on the most efficient data forwarding strategy, and subsequently discard it. In case offloading is performed through unmanaged, untrusted WiFi APs, IPsec or selective IP traffic offload (SIPTO) can provide effective security solutions. Several solutions have been proposed for making WiFi APs as secure and easy to use as cellular networks [11,12]. Moreover, all messages in PAO need to be encrypted, so that no intermediate carrier can gain access to them.

7. Related work

The concept of data offloading through femtocells was the first approach to alleviate the cellular burden by using an alternative access network, however it contends for limited licensed spectrum with cellular networks [13]. The recent advancements in the APIs of mobile operating systems enable seamless transition from 3G to WiFi networks transparently to the user [14,15], have led to the adoption of OTSO [2,16] due to its financial and energy efficiency. Solutions that utilize multiple wireless interfaces simultaneously [17,18] and methods that intelligently switch on the WiFi interface [19,20] have also been proposed. Such solutions can be leveraged as enablers for CEMMO. The notion of DTO was introduced as a method to achieve increased data offloading. In [3], Balasubramanian et al. introduce Wiffer, a system that enables fast switching from 3G to WiFi and utilizes predictions about node connectivity through WiFi hotspots in order to perform offloading of traffic that tolerates delays up to 100 s. The authors of [21] studied the optimal placement of the WiFi APs in order to achieve increased offloading. The DTO operation of CEMMO and the pure DTO mechanism are similar to these approaches.

Mobile data offloading through opportunistic communications has also been introduced in the context of disseminating popular content [22,23]. One of the first concepts is 7DS [24], a peer-to-peer dissemination and sharing system for mobile devices, aiming at increasing the communication availability of users with intermittent connectivity. A similar approach is presented in [25], where predictions about inter-device connectivity are utilized, in order to define the optimal subset of users. The authors of [26] extend this idea by introducing acknowledgements as feedback in order for the source node to adjust the number of replicas that are propagated to users. The dissemination of popular data through frequently visited public WiFi hotspots is also presented in [27]; users retain this content in cache and participate in the data propagation through opportunistic device-to-device communications. To the best of our knowledge, CEMMO is the first offloading mechanism that supports data offloading from the uplink through opportunistic communications regardless of its content and popularity. CEMMO introduces a device-to-device forwarding mechanism that relies on the notion of data storage in a specific region for a restricted time interval. This mechanism is partially inspired by the idea of floating content [28,29]. In CEMMO, we utilize data storage as a means of bridging the connectivity gap between the source user and the WiFi AP.

There has been a lot of prior work on mobility and connectivity prediction. In the context of mobile handoffs, Ref. [30] presents a spatio-temporal handoff predictor based on Markov models; however a sequence of cell associations rather than a record of client position and velocity is considered as movement, restricting the accuracy of the model. Along the same lines, Ref. [31] proposes the use of nonlinear time series for the prediction of the future location of users, as well as their arrival and residence time. This work focuses on the predictability of users when they visit their most important places, rather than on the transitions between different locations. Ref. [32] applies a first-order Markov model to predict user transitions between significant places only focusing on location prediction, irrespectively of time. Ref. [33] presents Breadcrumbs, a comparative evaluation of different mobility predictors, and concludes that sufficiently accurate predictions can be achieved by applying first- or second-order Markov models. The mobility and connectivity prediction model used in our work follows a similar approach. In particular, we model user mobility and the existence of WiFi connectivity within each region during any time interval using first-order Markov models. Markov models are ideal for mobile devices, since their CPU and storage needs are low; Markov models only involve reading and writing individual entries in arrays. Our mobility model also considers temporal accuracy. In order to capture temporal user behavior, we model user mobility separately during small time intervals. Several solutions in the area of mobility prediction are based on social contacts [34] or transitions only between important places for a user [35]. CEMMO utilizes users that do not necessarily have social interaction with the source node as intermediate carriers and estimates the mobility and connectivity probabilities for all regions, not only important places.

8. Conclusions

Cellular networks will not be able to handle the upcoming explosion in mobile data growth mainly due to economic reasons that pose barriers to wide infrastructure upgrades. As an alternative solution, cellular operators seek to offload delay-tolerant traffic from the cellular network utilizing low-cost WiFi connections. We argue that the total amount of offloaded traffic can significantly increase through peer-assisted offloading; intermediate nodes act as relays between the source node and the WiFi AP. In this context, we introduced CEMMO, a Cost-Effective Multi-Mode Offloading mechanism that offloads mobile traffic from the uplink regardless of its content and popularity and incorporates three modes of operation: cellular delivery, delay-tolerant and peer-assisted offloading. On-the-spot offloading is always exploited when available. Users implement a mobility and connectivity prediction model based on a Markov process and CEMMO utilizes this information to estimate the most efficient offloading
approach in terms of overall cost as defined by the operator. Overall cost may include financial transfer cost, energy consumption and user satisfaction. We evaluated the performance of CEMMO in scenarios with multiple traffic types and delay tolerance policies and concluded that CEMMO increases the offloading ratio and reduces the cost compared to on-the-spot and delay-tolerant offloading, by switching between transfer policies according to the needs of each transfer. Our results also showed that CEMMO reduces the total energy consumption of the mobile devices involved in the offloading process, since less data is offloaded through energy-intensive 3G communications.
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